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Abu Dhabi National Oil Co. (ADNOC) 

 

Participated in the Program: 

CPJ-4-18: Management and Leadership for 

Women in Petroleum Industry  

November 14 - 21, 2018 
 

It has been said that the greatest gift in life 

is “Friendship”. Therefore, we are blessed to 

have a strong tie and friendship with Japan 

over the year. This Friendship planted seeds 

of opportunities to collaborate, work 

together and create positive impact on the 

oil & gas community, where JCCP program 

is an outstanding example to be proud of. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Matcha tea ceremony experience “Koto”（Kyoto） 

Therefore, on behalf of my colleagues from 

KSA, UAE & Oman, we would like to extend 

our sincere appreciation and utmost 

gratitude to the Japanese government, 

JCCP CEO (Mr. Nakai), JCCP Executive 

Management, the coordination team 

including Mr. Arii, Ms. Masumi Kitahara, Ms. 

Ritsuko Nakayama for their unlimited 

support & cooperation to make this program 

very successful and for providing us with 

this golden opportunity to attend & learn 

from such outstanding program. The 

massive efforts exerted in developing and 

coordinating this top-notch leadership 

program reminds us of the prophet’s 

Muhammad (peace be upon him) saying:  
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“Allah will be pleased with those who try to 

do their work in a perfect way” 

 

 

Attending this course in Japan was definitely 

the highlight in our careers. We had the 

unique opportunity of visiting leading 

companies and learning from them the 

ingredients of success. We also had the 

privilege of listening to inspiring role models 

who are the forefront of their industries. 

Among those are the Japanese female role 

models who demonstrated resilience, hard 

work, creativity and determination, thus 

motivated us to reach new heights. 

 

 

Company-visit @TOYOTA MOTOR CORP.（Aichi） 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By embedding this blended learning 

approach, it opened our hearts and minds 

to new concepts, ways of thinking and 

techniques that we can now apply each of 

them to our own organization and be the 

role to drive change. Now, that we are 

finishing the program we truly believe in 

author Margaret Mead who said: “Never 

doubt that a small group of thoughtful, 

committed, citizens can change the world. 

Indeed, it is the only thing that ever has”. 

Again, many thanks to everyone and who 

contributed to the success of this program  

Bravooo and Arigato Gozaimashita. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Company-visit @OMRON Corp.（Kyoto） 

 

  


